In this paper, we introduce the tensor similar transforation and propose the T-Jordan canonical form and its properties. The concept of T-minimal polynomial and T-characteristic polynomial are raised. As a special case, we present properties when two tensors commutes via the tensor T-product. The Cayley-Hamilton theorem also holds for tensor cases. Then we focus on the tensor decomposition theory. T-polar, T-LU, T-QR and T-Schur decomposition of tensors are obtained. When a F-square tensor is not invertible via the T-product, we give the T-group inverse and T-Drazin inverse which can be viewed as the extension of matrix cases. The expression of T-group and T-Drazin inverse are given by the T-Jordan canonical form. The polynomial form of T-Drazin inverse is also proposed. As an application we raise the T-linear system and get its solution. In the last part, we give the T-core-nilpotent decomposition and show that the T-index and T-Drazin inverse can be given by a limitation process.
Introduction
In linear algebra, the Jordan canonical form of a square matrix has wide applications in many fields [26] . It gives a classification of matrices based on the similar relation which is the main equivalent relation in the matrix theory. This kind of equivalence theory can not be extended to tensors because the multiplication between tensors are not welldefined. The Jordan canonical form is always used to define the matrix functions and give the expressions of Drazin inverse when a matrix is square but not invertible. The group inverse [4, 10] and the Drazin inverse [15, 63] are the two typical kinds of generalized inverses people usually use and research in matrix theories and associative ring theories. In 1999, the Drazin inverse was even extended to C * -algebras by Koliha [36, 37] . The Drazin inverse is proved to be useful in Markov chain, matrix differential equations and singular linear systems [10] .
There are two important kinds of products between tensors, which is the tensor Einstein product and the tensor T-product. Both the tensor Moore-Penrose inverse and Drazin inverse have been established via Einstein product by Ji and Wei [30] , Jin, Bai, Bentez and Liu [31] and Sun, Zheng, Bu and Wei [57] respectively. Recently, the Bernstein concentration inequalities has also been proposed for tensors via the Einstein product by Luo, Qi and Toint [46] . The outer inverse by Einstein product is developed by Stanimirovic et al. [56] The tensor T-product introduced by Kilmer [34] has been proved to be of great use in many areas, such as image processing [33, 34, 49, 55, 59, 70] , computer vision [20, 64] , signal processing [12, 41, 44, 58] , low rank tensor recovery and robust tensor PCA [39, 41] , data completion and denoising [14, 28, 29, 42, 44, 47, 48, 53, 60, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69] . An approach of linearization is provided by the T-product to transfer tensor multiplication to matrix multiplication by the discrete Fourier transformation and the theories of block circulant matrices [11, 32] . Due to the importance of the tensor T-product, Lund [45] gave the definition of tensor functions based on the T-product of third-order F-square tensors in 2018. The definition of T-function is given by
where 'bcirc(A)' is the block circulant matrix [32] defined by the F-square tensor A ∈ C n×n×p . The T-function is also proved to be useful in stable tensor neural networks for rapid deep learning [51] . Special kinds of T-function such as tensor power has been used by Gleich [18] in Arnoldi methods to compute the eigenvalues of tensors and diagonal tensor canonical form was also proposed.
In this paper, we dedicate to research the F-square tensors and its properties. The organization is as follows. First, the tensor T-similar relationship and the T-Jordan canonical form based on the T-product and their properties are introduced. We find the tensor T-Jordan canonical form is an upper-bidiagonal F-diagonal tensor whose off-Fdiagonal entries are the linear combinations of 0 and 1 with coefficients ω p , where ω = e −2πi/n and p = 1, 2, . . . , n. Based on the T-Jordan canonical form, we give the definition of F-Square tensor polynomial and tensor power series. The convergence radius of tensor series are also given. As an example, we present several power series of classical tensor T-functions and their convergence radius. Then we propose the T-minimal polynomial and T-characteristic polynomial which can be viewed as a special kind of standard tensor function. The Cayley-Hamilton theorem also holds for tensors. As a special case, we discuss the properties when two tensors commutes via the tensor T-product. That is, when two tensors commutes, they can be F-diagonalized by the same invertible tensor. By induction, a family of commutative tensors also hold this property. We also find that normal tensors can be F-diagonalized by unitary tensors. Then we focus on the tensor decomposition. We give the definition of T-positive definite tensors. Then T-polar, T-LU, T-QR and T-Schur decompositions of tensors are obtained via the T-product.
Unfortunately, when we choose the scalar function to be the inverse function, the induced tensor T-function will not be well defined to invertible tensors. So in the second part of the main results, we discuss the generalized inverse when a F-square tensor is not invertible via the T-product. The T-group inverse and T-Drazin inverse which can be viewed as the extension of matrix cases, including their properties and constructions. We first give the definition of tensor T-index and T-rank. The relationship between the tensor T-index and the tensor T-minimal polynomial is obtained. The existence and uniqueness of T-group inverse is proposed. We also give the condition when the T-group inverse and T-Moore-Penrose inverse are the same. The expression of T-group inverse according to the T-Jordan canonical form is also proposed. Then we focus on the T-Drazin inverse which can be viewed as the generalization of T-group inverse when the T-index of a tensor is known. Based on the T-Jordan canonical form, we obtain the expression of T-Drazin inverse. We find the T-Drazin inverse preserves similarity transformation between tensors. The same as the T-Moore-Penrose inverse [50] , the T-Drazin inverse can also given by the polynomial of the tensor. As an application, we raise the T-linear system when the tensor is singular and give the unique solution according to the T-Drazin inverse. In the last part, we give the T-core-nilpotent decomposition of tensors and show that the tensor T-index and T-Drazin inverse can be given by a limitation process.
Preliminaries 2.1 Notation and index
A new concept is proposed for multiplying third-order tensors, based on viewing a tensor as a stack of frontal slices. Suppose two tensors A ∈ R m×n×p and B ∈ R n×s×p and denote their frontal faces respectively as A (k) ∈ R m×n and B (k) ∈ R n×s , k = 1, 2, . . . , p. We also introduce the operations bcirc, unfold and fold as [20, 34, 35] ,
. . .
and fold(unfold(A)) := A. We can also define the corresponding inverse operation bcirc
The tensor T-Product
The following definitions and properties are introduced in [20, 34, 35] .
Definition 1. (T-product)
Let A ∈ R m×n×p and B ∈ R n×s×p be two real tensors. Then the T-product A * B is a m × s × p real tensor defined by A * B := fold(bcirc(A)unfold(B)).
We introduce definitions of transpose, identity and orthogonal of tensors as follows.
Definition 2. (Transpose and conjugate transpose)
If A is a third order tensor of size m × n × p, then the transpose A is obtained by transposing each of the frontal slices and then reversing the order of transposed frontal slices 2 through n. The conjugate transpose A H is obtained by conjugate transposing each of the frontal slices and then reversing the order of transposed frontal slices 2 through n.
Definition 3. (Identity tensor)
The n × n × p identity tensor I nnp is the tensor whose first frontal slice is the n × n identity matrix, and whose other frontal slices are all zeros.
It is easy to check that A * I nnp = I mmp * A = A for A ∈ R m×n×p .
Definition 4. (Orthogonal and unitary tensor)
An n × n × p real-valued tensor P is orthogonal if P * P = P * P = I. An n × n × p complex-valued tensor Q is unitary if
For a frontal square tensor A of size n × n × p, it has inverse tensor B(= A −1 ), provided that A * B = I nnp and B * A = I nnp .
It should be noticed that invertible third order tensors of size n × n × p forms a group, since the invertibility of tensor A is equivalent to the invertibility of the matrix bcirc(A), and the set of invertible matrices forms a group. Also, the orthogonal tensors via the tensor T-product also forms a group, since bcirc(Q) is an orthogonal matrix. The concept of T-range space, T-null space, tensor norm, and T-Moore-Penrose inverse is given as follows [50] .
Definition 5. Let A be an n 1 × n 2 × n 3 real-valued tensor.
(1) The T-range space of A, R(A) := Ran(bcirc(A)), 'Ran' means the range space, (2) The T-null space of A, N (A) := Null(bcirc(A)), 'Null' represents the null space, (3) The tensor norm A := bcirc(A) , (4) The Moore-Penrose inverse
Tensor T-Function
First, we make some recall for the functions of square matrices based on the Jordan canonical form [19, 22] . Let A ∈ C n×n be a matrix with spectrum λ(
, where N ≤ n and λ j are distinct. Each m × m Jordan block J m (λ) of an eigenvalue λ has the form
Suppose that A has the Jordan canonical form
with p blocks of sizes m i such that p i=1 m i = n, and the eigenvalues {λ j k } p k=1 ∈ spec(A). Definition 6. (Matrix function) Suppose A ∈ C n×n has the Jordan canonical form and the matrix function is defined as
There are various matrix function properties throughout the theorems of matrix analysis. Here we make review of these properties and the proofs could be found in the excellent monograph [22] . Lemma 1. Suppose A is a complex matrix of size n × n and f is a function defined on the spectrum of A. Then we have
By using the concept of T-product, the matrix function is generalized to tensors of size n × n × p. Suppose we have tensors A ∈ C n×n×p and B ∈ C n×s×p , then the tensor T-function of A is defined by [45] 
is the vector of all zeros except for the kth entry and I n×n is the identity matrix, '⊗' is the matrix Kronecker product [26] .
There is another way to express E 1 np×n :
Note that f on the right-hand side of the equation is merely the matrix function defined above, so the T-function is well-defined. From this definition, we could see that for a tensor A ∈ C n×n×p , bcirc(A) is a block circulant matrix of size np × np. The frontal faces of A are the block entries of A E 1 np×n , then A = fold(A E 1 np×n ), where A = unfold(A). In order to get further properties of generalized tensor functions, we make some review of the results on block circulant matrices and the tensor T-product.
Lemma 2.
[11] Suppose A, B ∈ C np×np are block circulant matrices with n × n blocks.
Lemma 3.
[45] Suppose we have tensors A ∈ C n×n×p and B ∈ C n×s×p . Then
3 Main Results
T-Jordan canonical form
It is a well-known result that every matrix has its Jordan canonical form. The Jordan canonical form is named after Camille Jordan, who first introduced the Jordan decompo-sition theorem in 1870 and it is of great importance in differential equations, interpolation theory, operation theory, functional analysis, matrix computations and so on [19, 26] . For third order tensors, we can also introduce the Jordan canonical form via the tensor T-product, in this subsection we will define the tensor T-Jordan canonical form. Similar to matrix case, we will only consider complex F-square third order tensors, that is, tensors in the space C n×n×p . Analogous to the linear algebra, we first introduce the following key definition.
Definition 7.
(Similar transformation via T-product) Suppose A, B ∈ C n×n×p are two F-square complex tensors. We say B is similar to A if there exists a invertible tensor P ∈ C n×n×p satisfies:
Now we dedicate to find the canonical form under the similar relation. We have the following important lemma:
Then the matrices B (1) , B (2) , · · · , B (p) are diagonal (sub-diagonal, upper-triangular, lowertriangular) if and only if the matrices
Proof. By the definition of the Fourier matrix and matrix multiplication each subblock A (i) (i ∈ 1, 2, · · · , p) are the linear combination in the complex field of the subblocks
where ω = e −2πi/p is the a primitive pth root of unity and is usually called the phase term. On the other hand, since the matrix
is the Vandermonde matrix [26] , which is invertible, matrices B (1) , B (2) , · · · , B (p) are also the linear combination of Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor, then there exists an invertible tensor P ∈ C n×n×p and a F-upper-bidiagonal tensor J ∈ C n×n×p such that
Proof. From Lemma 4, for the complex tensor A, we have
So we have
which is equivalent to
We call the diagonal elements of
is the i-th frontal slice of the tensor J . By Lemma 4, we obtain each J (i) is a complex upper bidiagonal matrix and are the linear combination with phase terms of C (i) :
Moreover, since the above equations and operations are all invertible, the Jordan canonical form J of the tensor A is unique.
Remark 1. Now we have established the T-Jordan canonical form, it should be noticed that even though a tensor A is a real tensor, its Jordan canonical form J could be a complex tensor due to the discrete Fourier transformation.
Recently, Lund [45] defined the standard tensor T-function as
where
It has an equivalent definition:
Theorem 2. If the tensor A has the factorization:
then the above definition of standard tensor T-function is equivalent to
Proof. By the definition of tensor T-product, we have
Taking B = I, we have
by comparing with the definition of tensor T-function
which comes to the result.
The standard tensor function holds the following properties:
Let A ∈ C n×n×p , and let f : C → C be defined on a region in the complex plane containing all the spectrum of the matrix bcirc(A). Then the standard tensor function f (A) satisfies the following properties:
i is a polynomial scalar function of degree n, c i ∈ C, i = 0, 1, · · · , n. Then the standard tensor function satisfies f (A) = 
In linear algebra, a nilpotent matrix [26] is a square matrix N ∈ C n×n satisfies
This concept can be extended to tensors via T-product.
Definition 8. (Nilpotent tensor)
A tensor A ∈ C n×n×p is called nilpotent, if there exists a positive integer s ∈ Z such that A s = 0. If s ∈ Z is the smallest number satisfies the equation A s = 0, then we call s is the nilpotent index of A.
By the definition of T-eigenvalues, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 2. If all the T-eigenvalues of A equal to 0, then A is a nilpotent tensor.
F-square tensor power series
As an direct application of T-Jordan canonical form, we consider the F-square tensor power series as an extension of Lund's results [45] and Theorem 2.
Definition 9. (F-square tensor polynomial) Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor. We call
the polynomial of A, whose degree is m.
Definition 10. (F-square tensor power series) Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor. We call
the power series of A.
By the (3) of Lemma 5 we can transfer the properties of the power series of tensor A to the properties of series of the power series of its T-Jordan canonical form J , including convergence properties and so on. We first introduce the convergence radius of tensor power series via the T-product, then we will introduce some important kind of F-square tensor series such as tensor exponential, logarithm, triangular functions and so on. By Theorem 2, we directly give the convergence theorem of tensor series as follows:
n×n×p be a complex tensor. f : C → C be a complex power series given by
and its convergence radius is denoted by ρ, and ρ is also called the convergence radius of tensor series
Suppose the maximum of the T-eigenvalues of tensor A is
then the tensor power series converges and the T-eigenvalues of
By using Theorem 3, we extend some special kinds of scalar power series to tensor power series via the T-product. There are the following functions:
The standard tensor function exp(A), sin(A), cos(A) can be defined to all F-square tensors, since the convergence radius of complex valued power series
are infinity. However, the convergence radius of complex valued power series
, so the tensor series ln(I + A) and (I + A) α can only be defined for F-square tensors whose modules of T-eigenvalues are less than 1.
Moreover, for the above tensor functions, we have the relation
for all complex tensors A and exp(ln(I + A)) = I + A for tensors whose modules of T-eigenvalues are less than 1. Corollary 4. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor. Then there exists a complex tensor
when A is invertible, the tensor equation
has a solution.
It should be noticed that the solution of tensor equation exp(X ) = A is not unique. In fact since e
This theorem also tells us that every third order tensor has its α-th root [22] , that is.
Corollary 5. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor, α ∈ C be a non-zero complex number. Then there exists a complex tensor B such that
that is the tensor equation
Proof. There exists a complex tensor C, such that A = exp(C). Let
Then we have B α = exp
Also, the α-th root of A is not unique. In fact, if
For invertible tensors, generally, they may not have its α-th root.
We have researched the F-square tensor functions and tensor series. As a general case, we can extend these ideas to block tensors. We have the expression of T-function as follows. Denote the block tensor
. . , p) be complex tensors. By tensor block multiplication via T-product we have
is the block-wise tensor function via T-product. So it comes to Corollary 6. [45] Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor with T-eigenvalues λ
Commutative tensor family
The set of diagonalizable matrices is an important class of matrices in the linear algebra. In this subsection, we talks about a special class of tensor via T-product, that is the F-diagonalizable tensor.
Definition 11.
[45] (F-diagonalizable tensor) We call a tensor A ∈ C n×n×p , which has the Jordan decomposition A = P −1 * J * P, is a F-diagonalizable tensor if its Jordan canonical form J ∈ C n×n×p is a F-diagonal tensor, i.e., all the frontal slices of J are diagonal matrices. 
For matrix cases, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.
[26] Let A, B ∈ C n×n be two diagonal matrices. If A commutes with B and A is diagonalizable by matrix P :
where D ∈ C n×n is a diagonal matrix, then B can also be diagonalized by matrix P , that is
where D ∈ C n×n is also a diagonal matrix.
If tensors are commutative via T-product and both can be F-diagonalized, then they can be F-diagonalized by the same invertible tensor P. In order to prove this result, we shall use the above Lemmas 4 and 6. Theorem 4. (Diagonalizable simultaneously) Let A, B ∈ C n×n×p be two F-diagonalizable tensors. If A commutes with B and A is F-diagonalizable by tensor P ∈ C n×n×p :
where D ∈ C n×n×p is a F-diagonal tensor, then B can also be diagonalized by tensor P, that is
where D ∈ C n×n×p is also a F-diagonal tensor.
Proof. The equation A * B = B * A is equivalent to bcirc(A)bcirc(B) = bcirc(B)bcirc((A)).
Since A = P −1 * D * P, we have bcirc(A) = (bcirc(P))
Since D (i) are all diagonal matrices, by Lemma 4, we have D i are all diagonal matrices. By the same kind of method,
So we have bcirc(A) and bcirc(B) are both diagonalizable matrices, and bcirc(A) and bcirc(B) commutes with each other, i.e., bcirc(A)bcirc(B) = bcirc(B)bcirc((A)).
By Lemma 6, we have bcirc(B) can also be diagonalized by the matrix P = (F p ⊗ I)bcirc(P). That is
This is equivalent to
By induction, we have the following generalized case:
. ., A l ∈ C n×n×p be a family of complex tensors commute with each other via T-product. If A 1 is F-diagonalizable by tensor P ∈ C n×n×p :
where D 1 ∈ C n×n×p is a F-diagonal tensor, then all the tensors A 1 , A 2 ,. . ., A l are Fdiagonalizable and can also be diagonalized by tensor P, that is,
Corollary 7. We give the following corollaries without proof which is similar to matrix cases.
(1) Let A, B ∈ C n×n×p be two tensors and A * B = B * A. If A and B are both Fdiagonalizable tensors, then A + B is also F-diagonalizable. (2) Let A, B ∈ C n×n×p be two F-diagonalizable tensors. Then there exists a tensor P ∈ C n×n×p such that A and B can be both F-diagonalized by P if and only if A * B = B * A. There is a very important kind of tensor which can be unitary similar to a F-diagonal tensor. 
where D is a F-diagonal tensor.
Among complex tensors, all unitary, Hermitian, and skew-Hermitian tensors are normal. Likewise, among real tensors, all orthogonal, symmetric, and skew-symmetric tensors are normal. By Theorem 6, all of them can be F-diagonalized by unitary tensors.
There are also many useful results for unitary tensors as follows (without proof).
Corollary 9. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex normal tensor. Then we have (1) A is F-diagonalizable by a unitary tensor.
(2) The Frobenius norm of A can be computed by the T-eigenvalues of A, that is
(3) The Hermitian part
H is the polynomial (of degree ≤ n − 1) of A.
T-characteristic and T-minimal polynomial
In linear algebra, the characteristic polynomial of a square matrix is a polynomial which is invariant under matrix similarity relationship and has the eigenvalues as roots. In complex tensor algebra via the tensor T-product, we can also introduce the concept of T-characteristic polynomial as follows:
Definition 13. (T-characteristic polynomial) Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor, if bcirc(A) can be Fourier block diagonalized as
then the T-characteristic polynomial P T (x) is defined as
where 'LCM' means the least common multiplier, P D i (x) (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}) is the characteristic polynomial of the matrix D i .
In matrix theories, the Cayley-Hamilton theorem states that every square matrix A ∈ C n×n over a commutative ring (such as the real or complex field) satisfies its own characteristic equation:
which is an important theorem in matrix theories [26] . For the T-characteristic polynomial of tensors, we also have the following important theorem.
Theorem 7.
(Caylay-Hamilton Theorem) Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor, P T (x) be the T-characteristic polynomial of A. Then A satisfies the T-characteristic polynomial P T (x), which means P T (A) = 0.
Proof. Since P T (A) is a tensor in C n×n×p , we operate 'bcirc' on it bcirc(P T (A)) = P T (bcirc(A))
the first step is because of Theorem 2. By the (4) of Lemma 5, we get P T (A) = 0.
Corollary 10. The T-eigenvalues of A are the roots of the T-characteristic polynomial P T (A).
Proof. Since similar matrices has the same eigenvalues, it comes to the proof.
Similarly, we define the T-minimal polynomial of A as follows:
where 'LCM' means the least common multiplier, M D i (x) is the minimal polynomial of matrix D i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}.
For the T-minimal polynomial, we have the similar result as follows:
Theorem 8. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor, M T (x) be the T-minimal polynomial of A. Then A satisfies the T-minimal polynomial M T (x), which means
Proof. Since M T (A) is a tensor in C n×n×p , we operate 'bcirc' on it
the first step is because of Theorem 2. By the (4) of Lemma 5 we get M T (A) = 0.
We can judge whether a tensor can be F-diagonalized by the roots of its T-minimal polynomial.
Corollary 11. The tensor A can be F-diagonalized if and only if the T-minimal polynomial M T (x) of the tensor A has no multiple roots.
Proof. By Lemma 4, the tensor A can be F-diagonalized if and only if the block matrix
can be diagonalized. Since the T-minimal polynomial
is also the minimal polynomial of the above block matrix, we obtain that the block matrix can be diagonalized if and only if M T (x) has no multiple roots. That is the result.
Corollary 12.
Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor, P T (x) be the T-characteristic polynomial of A, M T (x) be the T-minimal polynomial of A, then the T-characteristic polynomial can be divided by the T-minimal polynomial:
Furthermore, if P T (x) has the factorization,
and M T (x) has the factorization:
. . . , s, and the roots of M T (x) and P T (x) are the same.
Proof. By the definition of
and
We get the result.
Corollary 13. The T-eigenvalues of A are the roots of the T-minimal polynomial M T (A).
Proof. By the definition of T-eigenvalue and T-minimal polynomial
Corollary 14. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a nilpotent tensor with nilpotent index s ∈ Z. Then the T-minimal polynomial of A is M T (x) = x s .
Proof. The nilpotent index s of A is also the nilpotent index of the block matrix
By Theorem 2 and the matrix (F
That is, A s = 0 and A s−1 = 0. Here ends the proof.
T-Polar, T-LU, T-QR and T-Schur decomposition
In 2013, Hao, Kilmer, Braman, and Hoover [20] introduced the tensor QR (T-QR) decomposition:
Theorem 9. (T-QR decomposition) [20] Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex F-square tensor. Then it can be factorized as A = Q * R,
where Q ∈ C n×n×p is a unitary tensor and R ∈ C n×n×p is a F-upper triangular tensor.
They applied the T-QR decomposition in the facial recognition and made comparison with the traditional PCA method. In 2013, Gleich, Chen, and Varah [18] generalized the T-QR decomposition into circulant algebra and developed the Arnoldi method.
Besides the T-QR decomposition and the above T-Jordan canonical decomposition, there are other kinds of decompositions which can be introduced. In this subsection, we mainly extend the polar decompositions and LU decomposition of matrices to third order tensors via T-product.
In matrix analysis, the polar decomposition [4] of a square complex matrix A ∈ C n×n is of the form A = U P,
where U ∈ C n×n is a unitary matrix and P ∈ C n×n is a positive semi-definite Hermitian matrix. We first extend the concept of (semi-)definite to third order tensors.
Definition 15. (T-Positive definite)
Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex Hermitian tensor which can be block diagonalized as
the matrices A i are Hermitian because bcirc(A) is a Hermitian matrix. We call A is a T-positive definite tensor if and only if all the matrices A i are positive definite.
Corollary 15. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex F-square Hermitian tensor, and x ∈ C n×1×p be any complex tensor. If A is positive definte, then
is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements.
Proof.

bcirc(x
By the definition of T-positive definite, we obtain l 
Theorem 11. (T-polar decomposition) Let A ∈ C
n×n×p be a complex F-square Hermitian tensor. Then A can be factorized as
where U ∈ C n×n×p is a unitary tensor and P ∈ C n×n×p is a positive definite tensor via T-product.
Proof. For bcirc(A), we have bcirc(A) = (F
Since A is a Hermitian tensor, so all the matrices A i (i = 1, 2, · · · , p) are Hermitian, then they can be factorized as
where U i are unitary matrices and P i are positive definite matrices. It comes to
which is equivalent to A = U * P, where U and P are unitary tensor and positive tensor by the definitions respectively.
Another important matrix decomposition is called the LU decomposition which is proved to be of great importance in numerical linear algebra. It factors a matrix as the product of a lower triangular matrix and an upper triangular matrix. It is usually viewed as the matrix form of the Gaussian elimination. Computers usually solve systems of linear equations by using LU decomposition and it is also the key step when to convert a matrix or computing the determinant of a matrix. LU decomposition was introduced by mathematician Tadeusz Banachiewicz in 1938.
We also find the similar factorization hold for third order tensors via T-product.
Theorem 12. (T-LU decomposition)
Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex F-square tensor. Then it can be factorized as
where L ∈ C n×n×p is a F-lower tensor and U ∈ C n×n×p is a F-upper tensor.
Proof. For matrix bcirc(A), we have
each A i is a square matrix which can be factorized as
where U i are upper triangular matrices and L i are lower triangular matrices. It comes to
which is equivalent to A = L * U.
Here L and U are respectively F-upper tensor and F-lower tensor by Lemma 4.
Also by the definition of Block tensor multiplication, we can also introduce the block T-LU decomposition as follows:
Corollary 16. (T-Schur complement) Let
A B C D be a block tensor, then it can be factorized as
where D − C * A −1 * B is the T-Schur complement.
In linear algebra, the QR decomposition of a matrix is a decomposition of a matrix A into a product A = QR of an orthogonal matrix Q and an upper triangular matrix R. QR decomposition is often used to solve the linear least squares problem and is the basis for solving the eigenvalue problem, i.e., the QR algorithm.
We also find the similar factorization hold for third order tensors via T-product. By the same kind of method, we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 13. (T-Schur decomposition)
where Q ∈ C n×n×p is a unitary tensor and T ∈ C n×n×p is a F-upper triangular tensor.
Tensor T-index
In the next part of our paper, we shall study a special kind of generalized inverse having some of spectral properties besides of the Moore-Penrose inverse defined in the above subsections. Only F-square third order tensors will be considered, since only they have T-eigenvalues. The tensor Moore-Penrose inverse and tensor Drazin inverse have already been established by Ji and Wei [30] , Jin, Bai, Bentez and Liu [31] and Sun, Zheng, Bu, Wei [57] . If a tensor A ∈ C n×n×p is invertible, it is easy to see that all the T-eigenvalues λ i (i = 1, 2, · · · , np) are non-zero and the T-eigenvalues of A −1 are λ
Moore-Penrose inverse of third order tensors can be defined as the unique solution of tensor X ∈ C n×n×p satisfying the following four equations:
A * X * A = A, X * A * X = X , (A * X ) H = A * X , (X * A) H = X * A, (16) where A H denotes the conjugate transpose of tensor A and the unique solution of the equation is denoted by A † . As a special case, if A is invertible, then X = A −1 trivially satisfies the above four equations, which means the Moore-Penrose inverse of an invertible tensor is the inverse of the tensor.
Similarly, the T-Drazin inverse is defined as
where k ∈ Z is a given positive integer. Similarly , we call the T-group inverse (or called {1, 2, 5}-inverse) is defined as A * X * A = A, X * A * X = X , A * X = X * A,
It can be seen that the set of the equations (17) is equivalent to the set
In matrix case, the smallest positive integer k for which
holds is called the index of A ∈ C n×n , usually denoted as Ind(A) [4] . For third order tensors, we can also introduce the similar concept via T-product.
Definition 16. (T-index)
Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor. The T-index of tensor A is defined as Ind T (A) = Ind(bcirc(A)).
Definition 17. (T-rank) Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor. The T-rank of tensor A is defined as rank T (A) = rank(bcirc(A)). (21) Corollary 17. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex F-square tensor satisfies
Proof. Since
The index of the middle block matrix is max 1≤i≤p (Ind(A i )), which ends the proof. n×n×p be a complex F-square tensor satisfies
Proof. By the rank of block matrices.
By recalling the definition of range space null space of third order tensors, we have the following Lemma. 
That is to say all the tensors A l (l ≥ k) have the same T-range and the same T-rank. The proof of (2) and (3) are similar to (1) . (4) If an equality of ranges of the kind ruled out in (4) should occur, k would not be the T-index of the tensor A, which leads to the contradiction.
The relationship between the tensor T-index and the tensor T-minimal polynomial is as follows. Theorem 14. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex third order tensor. Then the following statements are equivalent:
k is the multiplicity of λ = 0 as a zero point of the T-minimal polynomial M T (x).
, which means there exists a tensor X subject to A l+1 * X = A l . (2) ⇐⇒ (3) Let the T-minimal polynomial have the factorization
where p(0) = 0. If k satisfies (2), then we need to prove k = l. We have
where λ l−1 p(λ) is of lower degree than m(λ), contrary to the definition of the minimal polynomial.
where c = 0 and q(λ) is a polynomial. Then we have
If l < k, then it has contradiction to (2).
As a special case, in the last part of this subsection, we investigate the spectral inverse of a F-diagonalizable tensor because they are easy to deal with. For a complex number λ, denote the Moore-Penrose inverse of λ as λ † defined as follows:
As is shown as above, if a tensor A ∈ C n×n×p is F-diagonalizable, then there exists an invertible tensor P ∈ C n×n×p subject to
where D is an F-diagonal tensor. We first define the Moore-Penrose inverse of D. Since
Define the Moore-Penrose inverse of A as
we find A † satisfies the equations (17) since D and D † are both F-diagonal tensors, so they commutes with each other.
We don't want to limit the concept of generalized inverse of tensors only to F-diagonalizable tensors. In the next subsections, we will investigate the existence and properties of these kinds of inverses satisfies the equations (17) and (18).
T-Group inverse and T-Drazin inverse
We first consider the {1, 2, 5}-inverse of A, that is X satisfies A * X * A = A, X * A * X = X , A * X = X * A.
For matrix cases, we have the following lemma: Lemma 8. A square matrix A has a group inverse if and only if Ind(A) = 1, i.e., rank(A) = rank(A 2 ).
When the group inverse exists, it is unique.
By using Lemma 8, we can get the existence and uniqueness of third order tensors:
Theorem 15. (Group inverse) Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor. Then it has a group inverse (satisfying the above three equations) if and only if Ind T (A) = 1
Proof. We proof this theorem by construction. Suppose A and X have the following factorization as follows.
Taking the 'bcirc' operator and discrete Fourier transformation on both sides of the equation, we get
). By Lemma 8, each A i has unique group inverse, that is,
By construction, we have X = A # which is the group inverse of A.
We denote the group inverse of tensor A by A # . For some kind class of tensors, the group inverse and the Moore-Penrose inverse are the same.
Definition 18. (T-Range Hermitian)
Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor. It is called T-range Hermitian if and only if
or equivalently, if and only if
By the same kind of methods in matrices [4] , we get the following result Proof. By the above proof, we find
For the Moore-Penrose inverse of A, we have
Since R(A) = R(A H ) and (F p ⊗ I n ) is an invertible matrix, we have
. . , p), which comes to the result. ((A) 2 ), so it comes to each block
k+1 ) for all k ≥ 1, which means Ind T (J ) = 1.
By the above Theorem 15 and Lemma 9, we have Theorem 17. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor with T-index 1. Let the T-Jordan canonical form of A is
where P is an invertible tensor and J is the Jordan canonical form of A. Then
where J † is the Moore-Penrose inverse of J .
Proof. It can be verified that
since the T-index of A is 1, then the T-index of J is also 1 because P is invertible. So by the Theorem 15, we have
then it comes to the proof.
We give the properties of T-group inverse without proof.
Corollary 19. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor.
l for all l = 1, 2, . . ..
Now we consider the
We call X satisfying the above three equations T-Drazin inverse of A, denoted by A D . By the same kind of construction as group inverse, we directly give the expression of T-Drazin inverse.
Theorem 18. (T-Drazin inverse)
Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor which has the T-Jordan canonical form A = P −1 * J * P.
Then the T-Drazin inverse is given by
where J D is given as follows. Suppose the matrix bcirc(J ) has decomposition,
each block J i can be partitioned as
the Drazin inverse of the matrix J i (i = 1, 2, . . . p). Then we define the T-Drazin inverse
This is the unique solution to the above three equations and the T-group inverse is the particular case of T-Drazin inverse for tensors of T-index 1.
By the construction of T-Drazin inverse, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 20. The T-Drazin inverse preserves similarity: Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor. If X ∈ C n×n×p be a nonsingular tensor and
Corollary 21. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor. Then
The tensor T-Drazin inverse can also be given by the polynomial of tensor functions corresponding to the scalar function f (z) = 1/z. Let us first introduce the partial isometry tensor E λ via the T-Jordan canonical form.
Since the matrix bcirc(A) has the factorization
2 ) . . .
where λ
j is the T-eigenvalue of A. Define the partial isometry
For matrix cases, we have the standard matrix function [4] f (A) =
take f (z) = 1/z, we get the expression of Drazin inverse of matrix A [4] .
By taking discrete Fourier transformation and its inverse, we get the similar result for tensors.
Theorem 19. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor, f : C → C be a scalar function and the induced standard tensor function is also denoted by f . Then we have
where ν(λ) is the index of T-eigenvalue λ.
By the expression of T-Drazin inverse, we can get the following properties without proof. Also, we have the T-Drazin inverse is the polynomial of tensors.
Theorem 21. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor with T-index k. Then A has a unique {1 k , 2, 5}-inverse, which is a polynomial of A.
Proof. From Theorem 3, the tensor q(A) is the {1 k , 5}-inverse of A, then by Lemma 10, we have
is the unique {1 k , 2, 5}-inverse.
Corollary 23. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor with T-index k, then for all l ≥ k, we have
By using the T-Drazin inverse, we mention the tensor linear system and its solution. 
where x, b ∈ C n×1×p , has as unique solution, then it is given by
Proof. Since x ∈ R(A k ), we can write x = A k * y for some y ∈ C n×1×p . Then A k+1 * y = b, and
Uniqueness is from R(A k ) N (A k ) = 0.
T-core-nilpotent decomposition
There is another important factorization of tensors via the T-Drazin inverse, that is the T-core-nilpotent decomposition.
Definition 20. (T-Core)
Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor, the product
is called the T-core of tensor A.
Intuitively, the T-core contains the most of the basic structure of tensor A. If the T-core is removed from the tensor, then not much information of A will remain. The next theorem shows in what sense this is true.
Theorem 23. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor, C A is the T-core of tensor A. Then
is a nilpotent tensor of T-index k = Ind T (A).
Proof. If Ind T (A) = 0, then it is invertible, N A = 0 is of T-index 0. So we assume Ind T (A) ≥ 1. Since
On the other hand, Now we give the construction of T-core-nilpotent decomposition of a tensor. Suppose tensor A ∈ C n×n×p is of T-index Ind T (A) = k and has the T-Jordan decomposition A = P −1 * J * P, where
where each J i can be block partitioned as
where C i is a non-singular matrix and N i is nilpotent with
, that is
which is the construction of T-core-nilpotent decomposition of A. By combining the Tcore-nilpotent decomposition and T-index 1-nilpotent decomposition, we find B = (A D )
# is the T-core of tensor A and the T-core-nilpotent decomposition is unique. We have the following statements which summarizes the relationship between A, C A , N A and A D .
Corollary 24. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor, C A is the T-core of A and N A is the T-nilpotent of A. Then
The following theorem informs when the T-Drazin inverse equals to the T-MoorePenrose inverse.
It can be shown that the T-Drazin inverse can be expressed by a limiting process. The T-index of a tensor A can also be obtained by a limitation process. We need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 10. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be an invertible complex tensor. A positive integer p satisfies Ind T (A p ) = 1 if and only if p ≥ Ind T (A). Equivalently, the smallest positive integer l for which Ind T (A l ) = 1 is the T-index of tensor A.
Lemma 11. Let N ∈ C n×n×p be a nilpotent tensor with T-index Ind T (N ) = k. Suppose m and q be non-negative numbers, the limit If m + q ≥ k, then the limit exists. Conversely, if the limit exists, then from N m+q = 0 we have m + q ≥ k.
By the above two lemmas we have the following theorem.
Theorem 25. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor with T-index Ind T (A) = k. For non-negative integers m and q, the limit By Theorem 26 and its proof, we have the following statements.
Corollary 27. Let A ∈ C n×n×p be a complex tensor, then the following statements are equivalent: (1) Ind T (A) = k. (2) k is the smallest non-negative integer such that the limit lim z→0 (A + zI) −1 * A k exists. 
